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Workplace matters
Rolling with the punches
Sandi Mann

T

he ability to bounce back
from life’s knocks (sometimes
referred to as ‘bounceability’
or ‘psychological Teflon’) is
increasingly being recognised
as a life skill vital to success and optimal
mental health. Everyone faces setbacks
and disappointments but it is how we
deal with them that is key.
Psychologists have thus long been
interested in the factors that make someone
resilient, since if we can teach these skills,
we can really impact on their health and
wellbeing. Some of these factors include
emotional intelligence, an acceptance that
setbacks are part of life, having an internal
locus of control, good problem-solving skills
and a positive outlook. Some of these are
traits we are born with (or not) but many
psychologists believe that others can be
learnt. Much of our understanding of resilience
and the recognition of its importance has been
developed through studies of individuals and
groups in adverse circumstances, such as after
disasters like 9/11.1
Optimism, for example, is considered key to
bouncing back and being able to ‘roll with the
punches’. Research into learned helplessness
tells us that, while most people quickly learn
to be helpless when they do not feel they have
any control over a situation, around a third of
people don’t.2 The difference between those
who become helpless and those who don’t
is that the people who don’t give up tend to
interpret setbacks as temporary, local, and
changeable; ‘It’s not going to be like this for
ever; just because this is bad it doesn’t mean
my whole life is bad, and I can do something
about it.’ Training people to think like
optimists, then, is one way to teach resilience.
There are intervention programmes that have
proven to be very effective at doing this, such
as the Penn Resiliency Program in the US,
which teaches cognitive-behavioural and
social problem-solving skills and is based in
part on cognitive-behavioural theories of
depression by Aaron Beck, Albert Ellis and
Martin Seligman.3 Key elements of the Penn

programme include learning ways to challenge
unrealistic negative beliefs, strengthening
problem solving, adopting assertiveness
and negotiation skills, improving ability to
deal with strong feelings, and learning how
to tackle procrastination through use of
decision making and action-planning tools.
The American Psychological Association
suggests other skills that people can develop
in order to improve their resilience. These
include maintaining good relationships with
close family members and friends (since
social support is a good way of developing
resilience), taking decisive actions rather
than just hoping problems will go away, seeing
setbacks and difficulties as opportunities
for self-discovery and growth and nurturing
confidence in your ability to solve problems.4
Resilience training has long been a feature
of military life, especially in the US, but
recently UK civil servants have been offered
this too within leadership programmes to
help them cope with steep job losses and
an increasingly tougher climate. By 2015,
Whitehall will have lost almost one in four
civil servants in the Government’s austerity
drive, which has depressed morale.5 Resilience
training is also being used increasingly within
the private sector to help with sweeping
organisational changes such as job losses.
In these difficult economic times, instilling
resilience in employees is likely to be seen
as even more beneficial than traditional
approaches to stress management. The
difference, according to an article in HR
Magazine recently, is that resilience looks at
how staff can ‘manage change and prevent it
becoming stress, while stress is the product
of an absence of resilience’.6 For example,
investments company Canada Life has, since
late 2012, replaced all its stress management
courses, instead focusing on building team
and personal resilience.6
So, for those of us working in employee
counselling or organisational psychological
training, it looks like stress management is out
and resilience training is in. Any organisation
hoping to survive in today’s turbulent times

needs to become an agile and resilient
organisation with a tough, positive outlook
that will allow it and its staff to cope with the
difficult times that are inevitable. It is not so
much survival of the fittest these days as
survival of the toughest.
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Bouncing back
Kate Anthony

O

ne of the trickiest parts of
maintaining good mental health
at work is holding onto one’s
thought processes rather than
acting on emotional responses.
The workplace is filled with day-to-day
occurrences that affect how we behave, and
the introduction of online communication has
provided us with a hidden stream of triggers
that could influence our interactions without
acknowledgement of those underlying
emotions. The content of a poorly written or
badly thought out email from a colleague can
leave one with a flood of negative emotions,
such as irritation, anger or anxiety – and
this can bleed into our day-to-day practice
without us noticing.
According to the management consultants
Hay Group,1 becoming more resilient is about
‘consciously giving ourselves more thinking
time – widening the gap between an event
and our reaction to it’.1 For many individuals
and groups in the workplace, reacting to single
events or changes as they occur and calling
that resilience simply isn’t enough any more
– the healthy workplace needs to foster
resilience daily to create a thriving and
proactive environment in order to get tasks
done and to achieve the goals common to
an organisation. Ignoring the underlying
thought processes experienced in the face
of challenges and only giving time to the

‘The content of a poorly
written or badly thought out
email from a colleague can
leave one with a flood of
negative emotions, such as
irritation, anger or anxiety
– and this can bleed into our
day-to-day practice without
us noticing’

negative emotions associated with them are
what lead to burnout, affecting overall work
performance and creating the 39 per cent
of all work-related illnesses that can be
attributed to stress, depression or anxiety.2
So how can we widen the gap between an
event and our reaction to it in the workplace,
and how can we take advantage of technology
for both ourselves and the client population
we work with? One good example of how the
digital world can be embraced to help us face
challenge stems from the needs of the military
to fight stress. The Human Performance
Resource Center (HPRC) provides online,
evidence-based information and resources
to help the US military and their families in
all aspects of performance. The HPRC offers
examples of four electronic ways to define
and develop resilience that can be sensibly
adopted by any organisation.
1	Assess current resilience levels – There are
many online assessment tools designed to
give a reading of resilience levels that can be
built upon using the tips and ideas offered
by websites to bolster resilience.
2	Using a mood tracker app – Downloading a
mood tracker app to a smartphone means
you can monitor emotional and behavioural
patterns that affect daily life and work on
improving those skills used to combat
negative reactions to occurrences. Many
can generate reports that can be used by
an organisation to identify weak spots in
how the company is functioning overall.
3	Consider bio-feedback tools – This requires
investment in a biosensor device as well
as an app, and incorporates a rounded
biological-emotional approach to
recognising levels of stress and anxiety
that lead to breakdown of functioning
in humans.
4	Incorporate fun into the workplace
approach – The HPRC recommends a mobile
app that can quickly identify nearby fun
activities away from technological solutions
using a smartphone’s GPS capabilities and
the camera function. This professional

behavioural health therapy is called
Pleasant Event Scheduling (PES), and
can link you to nearby online associates
who can be invited to join in.
The phrase ‘There’s an app for that’ has
become something of a cliché in mental
health fields when considering how we
combat challenge and obstacles in our daily
work activities and lifestyles. However, many
technological solutions are recognising
and embracing offline activities as a basic
element in achieving good mental health and
a resilience to trauma and unexpected change,
and it is these tools that we can turn to when
needing to develop a strategy to meet the
challenges of everyday work and life. By using
technological tools, we can often incorporate
that vital step of widening the gap between
an event and our response to it, and in doing
so build our resilience in a conscious manner
in both the workplace and outside of it.
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